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bazaar A shop where a variety of goods are sold.
The church bazaar.

clump Form a clump or clumps.
The particles tend to clump together.

compact A mass of powdered metal compacted together in preparation for sintering.
The foundation of the walls compacted of Granite and Lime.

compactly In a compact manner or state.
He wrote compactly but clearly.

compendious Briefly giving the gist of something.
A short and compendious book.

compress Flatten by pressure; squeeze or press.
Compress the data.

compressed Reduced in volume by pressure.
Compressed earth blocks.

compression An increase in the density of something.

concise
Giving a lot of information clearly and in a few words; brief but
comprehensive.
A concise explanation.

condense Compress or concentrate.
Her feelings condensed.

connote Involve as a necessary condition of consequence; as in logic.
Spinsterhood connoted failure.

constrict Become tight or as if tight.
Her throat constricted.

constricted Inhibited; restricted.
A constricted blood vessel.
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crowded (of a space) full of people, leaving little or no room for movement; packed.
A very crowded room.

dense Hard to pass through because of dense growth.
She made her way through the dense undergrowth.

filled Of purchase orders that have been filled.
Fog filled air.

impenetrable Impossible to understand.
Impenetrable rain forests.

jammed Extremely crowed or filled to capacity.
A suitcase jammed with dirty clothes.

lush
Characterized by extravagance and profusion.
These architecture magazines are full of the lush interiors of the rich and
famous.

narrowed Reduced in size as by squeezing together.
His narrowed eyes.

nonporous Not porous; especially not having vessels that appear as pores.

packed Pressed together or compressed.
Packed snow.

refrigerant Causing cooling or freezing.
A refrigerant substance such as ice or solid carbon dioxide.

teeming Abundantly filled with especially living things.
The Third World s teeming millions.

thick Spoken as if with a thick tongue.
Stephen woke late his head thick and his mouth sour.

thickly With thickness; in a thick manner.
A field thickly coated with snow.

thorough Painstakingly careful and accurate.
The child is being a thorough nuisance.

tight Pulled or drawn tight.
The bolts are tight.

tightly With very firm or strict control.
A tightly sealed container.

underbrush The brush (small trees and bushes and ferns etc.) growing beneath taller
trees in a wood or forest.
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